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Session Overview

• Introduction to walkability and park audits (~30 min)

• Walk audit of nearby streets (~45 min)

• Audit Finlay Park (~45 min)

• Walk back to hotel via Vista Greenway (~15 min)

• Break (~15 min)

• Debrief and discussion (~30 min)

• Action planning (~30 min)
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I2Audits: Inclusive, Interdisciplinary Walk/Move Audits

• Inclusive: People of different 
abilities & disabilities, varied 
ages, incomes, races, 
backgrounds as decision-
makers in the planning, 
implementation, & evaluation.

• Interdisciplinary: Public 
works, planning, health & 
safety, engineering, economic 
development, social services, 
Main St., Chamber, housing, 
transit, council on aging . . .

Hutchinson KS

Peoria IL
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When? 

• During comprehensive & 
project planning, public input 
& comment.

• Policy review: zoning, design 
guidelines, school siting.

• Introducing infrastructure; 
roundabouts, road diets, 
trails, back-in parking.

• Events: festivals, pop-ups, 
open streets, cyclovia, walk 
& bike to school, parks, or 
work days.
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Who? Connect local experts & 
non-traditional partners.

Community church; 

San Bernadino CA

“Main Street” group 

Okmulgee OK

Schools, Scouts, 

Boys & Girls Clubs, 

YMCA
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Typically three phases:

I. Learn. Overview of tools, language, 
possibilities.

II. Walk/Move. Experience together 
what is working & what can be 
better.

III. Discuss – Three P solutions:

– Programs

– Physical Projects

– Policies

Durham
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3 P’s: Programs, Projects, and Policies

• Programs: Outreach, education and behavior change 
activities; events and education; pop-ups, demonstrations, and 
trial installations

• Projects: Changes to physical infrastructure and built 
environment; from simple way-finding signs and paint in 
crosswalks, to installing bike racks, to mixed redevelopment, 
walkable destinations, roadway redesigns, and traffic calming

• Policies: Ordinances, rules, regulations, practices and 
procedures. Includes zoning codes, subdivision rules and 
regulations, and site design guidelines, roadway design 
standards and school siting requirements. 

• Also private sector policies: employee transit reimbursement, 
parking fees, and school arrival/dismissal and traffic policies. 
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3 P’s: Example to encourage greater walking and biking to school

• Program: Host walk to school day event; 
students & parents use walkability 
checklists to identify improvements on 
their routes. 

• Project: Develop maps of priority walk-
to-school routes; identify quick-build 
improvements; & a satellite drop-
off/pick-up location.

• Policy: Institute a 5-minute safety delay 
on the vehicle ‘pick-up’ line at school; 
goal is to safely clear pedestrians off 
school grounds before cars are moving.

• Wild Idea: Create and enforce a two-
block ‘car free’ zone around school at 
arrival & dismissal. 
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3 E’s: Evaluation, Engagement, & Equity

Evaluation

Engagement

Equity
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Programs, 
Projects, and 
Policies

Shorter Term
(weeks to months)

Longer Term
(months to years)

Programs: 

Projects: 

Policies: 

3 P’s Worksheet

• Shorter term vs. 
Longer term

• One sheet for 
walkability

• One sheet for parks
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While walking, be ready to score on a 0-10 scale the 
“active transportation friendliness”

1. Destinations: Compact development with different types of land 

uses within walking, cycling, and transit distance. Look for 
opportunities to live, work, shop, play, learn, and pray.

2. Network: A comprehensive and connected network of pedestrian, 

bicycle, and transit facilities, such as sidewalks, trails, bicycle lanes, 
pathways, & frequent affordable transit.

3. Functional site designs: Destinations are designed to reward 

those who arrive on foot, by bike and transit. Buildings near the 
sidewalk, cars parked on street, behind, or beside buildings, and 
inviting street elements: bike parking, benches, awnings, shade trees, 
quality transit stops, public art.

4. Safety and accessibility: for all ages, incomes, physical abilities. 

ADA curb ramps, painted crosswalks, countdown timers, median 
islands, traffic calming, e.g., narrow lanes, mini-circles roundabouts.
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Our Journey Today

https://www.google.co
m/maps/place/Hilton+
Columbia+Center/@34
.0032868,-
81.0386028,16z/data=
!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb
2bffd6526f:0x3338d31
5640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i
2!8m2!3d33.9982303!
4d-81.036221 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hilton+Columbia+Center/@34.0032868,-81.0386028,16z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x88f8bb2bffd6526f:0x3338d315640c0d7!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d33.9982303!4d-81.036221
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT)

Purpose: To develop a tool that will enable diverse stakeholders to quickly and     
reliably audit community parks for their potential to promote youth physical activity. 
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CPAT Project

• Funded by Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation

• Kansas City, Missouri 

• 34 diverse stakeholders

• 3 workshops

• Field testing in 59 parks

Kaczynski, A.T., Wilhelm Stanis, S.A., & Besenyi, G.M. (2012). Development and testing of a community stakeholder park 
audit tool. American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 42(3), 242-249.
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 1 and 2
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 1 and 2
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 3 and 4
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 3 and 4
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 3 and 4
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 5 and 6
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 5 and 6
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 5 and 6
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Community Park Audit Tool (CPAT) – pages 5 and 6
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Process-Related Outcomes Among Stakeholders/Users

• Networking and community building
• “[The CPAT] provides a nice vehicle for engaging grassroots 

citizens and constituents in a reasonably manageable process by 
which to assess parks and what they offer.”

• Awareness and knowledge
• “I personally have gained greater awareness of and appreciation 

for the range and types of variation in parks available.”

• 86% of stakeholders reported their perceptions of the importance 
of both the built environment and parks for                                                          
promoting physical activity had improved ‘moderately’ or ‘a lot’ 
over the course of the project

• Planning and advocacy support
• “The CPAT can be a valuable resource for many organizations, 

specifically for me – a community collaborative working to prevent 
childhood obesity. This tool can help us inform families of places 
to be active, could help us identify areas of need related to 
physical activity, help guide our planning process, and help 
provide information to support advocacy efforts.”
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Final Instructions

• Grab a clipboard and a pen

• Grab two copies of the 3 P’s worksheet – 1 for WALKABILITY and 
1 for PARKS

• Grab one copy of the CPAT (3 pages stapled and double-sided)

• Be observant! (of the environment, vehicles, pedestrians and 
cyclists, how people are interacting with settings, etc.)

• Think of 0-10 score: Destinations; Network; Functional Design; 
Safety & Access for All.

• Stay together (we will pause to regroup and discuss at various 
points along the way on both the streets and in the park)

• Enjoy being outside!
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Debrief and Discussion

• Get together in your group of 3

• Share your ideas for the 3 Ps over the short and longer 
term in each setting

• Be prepared to share 4 recommendations                                  
(your group’s favorites) of 12                                        
boxes – 2 for walkability, 2 for                                           
parks (select based on originality                                     
and likeliness to have a positive                                             
impact on PA)
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Action Plans – Seven answers:

1. Real-world challenge/opportunity you’re addressing

2. Proposed policy – systems – environmental approach

3. Identify at least one key interdisciplinary partner(s)

4. Propose an inclusive, equitable approach to community 
engagement and input (e.g., where & with whom might 
you organize an audit?)

5. Possible pop-up or demonstration project for proof of 
concept, to gain input, build support

6. Evaluation: How will you know if it worked? What 
objective evaluation is appropriate?

7. Questions, concerns for peer & faculty input
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